
Girl's ski jacket COLOR KIDS-Ski jacket AOP, AF 10.000, zephyr

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
104 781176 5714625769536 3 ks
110 781177 5714625769543 3+
116 781178 5714625769550 3 ks
122 781179 5714625769567 3+
128 781180 5714625769574 3+
140 781181 5714625769581 3+
152 781182 5714625769598 3+

Suggested retail price: 86.99 € s DPH

Description

Girl's jacket by Color Kids brand.  A ski windbreaker with an original and interesting print will please all girls who
want to be trendy even on the slopes.  The ski jacket is comfortable, which makes it very pleasant to wear. The ski
jacket has a snow belt that prevents snow from penetrating the inside of the windbreaker. A plus is a covered YKK
zipper, an adjustable bottom hem with an elastic band and cuffs at the ends of the sleeves. The girl's ski jacket has
two side pockets with a zipper and one small pocket for a ski pass on the sleeve secured with a zipper.

The jacket for girls for skiing is waterproof, windproof and breathable at the same time. The benefit is taped seams,
which increase resistance to moisture. The ski jacket for girls has a Bionic Finish Eco finish. The snow jacket has a
reflective element on the back for better visibility in poor lighting conditions. The dark blue jacket is perfect for
skiing, winter sports and games in the snow.

Product details:

Classic cut
Interesting print
Snow belt
Adjustable bottom hem with elastic band
Covered YKK zipper along the entire length
Cuffs at the ends of the sleeves
Two side pockets with zippers
One ski pass pocket on the sleeve with a zipper
Detachable hood with buttons
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Bionic Finish Eco surface treatment
Taped seams
Reflective element on the back
Water resistance: 10,000 mm
Breathability: 8000 g/m2
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